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About This Game

The main hero of the game is a druid who is looking for a teacher to gain wisdom, but his way lays through the magic forest that
contains a lot of obstacles and riddles.

You will have to collect magic runes that give you different abilities, solve puzzles and help forest dwellers to find your teacher.

Features

 Magic forest atmosphere;

 Stylized graphics;

 Big set of different abilities;

 Large number of interesting puzzles.
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English,Russian,German,Polish,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Hungarian
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Watch The Gameplay If You Were Stuck On Anything... I Beat It
I HONESTLY LOVED THIS GAME... VERY FRUSTRATING BUT IN THE END ITS WORTH IT!!
Heres A Short Review To Help You Decide Wether Or Not To Buy It :
Is the Game Worth The Money? Yes of course it is
How Long is it? For me it took an hour and a half which felt like 3 hours. Honestly all depends on how good you are at this
game. It has moments where it feels like "Emily wants to play" Cause you're in survival mode and you're trying to run away
from that doll. Heres some Pro\/Cons

Pros ;
-Its Freaking Terrifying
-The Doll Itself Makes The Game 10x Scarier
-Grapchics Are Decent
-Game Runs Smoothly
-Its Clear On What Your Next Task Is So You Dont Look Like A Lost Dog
-The Ending Is Satisfying (No Spoilers Here)
-Location Is In The Middle Of No Where So Dont Expect Any Help o_0
-The Atmosphere Of The Game Gives You Chills

Cons ;
-I Think Theirs a Small Bug In The Beggining Where You Cant Get Up.. To Fix That I Restarted The Game A Few Times And
The Mashed The Buttons To Eventually Get Up And Start The Game... THATS THE ONLY BUG LIKE THAT THROUGH
THE REST OF THE GAME SO DONT WORRY!
-Theirs No Point Of Hiding Because It Doesnt Matter The Timing You Get Out Of Hiding He Will Still AUTOMATICALLY
Get You And That Was Very Frustrating. You Have To Instantly Get The Key On The Kicthen Tabel And Make Yourself
Unoticeable To Him. That Meaning Dont Hide Under A Bed Just Stay On The Side Of The 2nd Bedroom Door And Wait For
Him To Pass By.
-TO THROW THE LIGHTER PRESS THE BUTTONS ON THE MOUSE TO THROW IT. THERE IS NO CERTAIN SPOT
TO BE TO THROW IT JUST GET A FEW STEPS OUT THE DOOR AND THROW THE LIGHTER ON GASOLINE.
. Yes this game is an asset flip, so what should I do to play? Pay $29.50 on 
https:\/\/www.assetstore.unity3d.com\/en\/#!\/content\/55700 or pay $1,79 for this?
Tell me where is the problem?

The principle you're right, that's why I would like to make refund but not only; the game is incomplete that was a reason of the
cheap price, have a more potential to be the best fly simulator, but without a multiplayer, statistics, story line, more music, more
achievements, more mission and other, it's just a copy of incomplete idea from the original developer (It's not stolen and
reverted). So if you are confused as me meanwhile stay away and wait for news updating, but If you want to play a casual race
fly game with gorgeous world that make you in a trip, take it!. Delightful little game, and a good mental challenge.. Interesting
little japanese roguelike, with a wider variety of character\/class selection. Not that I've unlocked any new ones of course yet.
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Learned about this from roguebasin and picked up once it dropped on steam.

As I said in another review, roguelikes tend towards the cheap end of things, which makes gambling on them easier. Has a
switch port, which I might get sometime.. I'm a fans of SAO Anime. But not this game...

One word to summarize this game : "Boring..."

I lost all my passion to finish the game, so here is my unfinished review

Pros :
- It's SAO game with all the SAO Characters and resources

CONS :
- No real story or conflict. Just you trying to get to the top floor.
- Boooooooring and repetitive battle. You repeat the same chore again and again untill you reach the top floor.... Even the
hollow area is not that interesting....
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i love farm mania. Okay well, I had a whole spiel going here. This review was Positive at first, then Negative, now it's Positive
again. Why? Well because the Devs for this game actually give a damn about the fans, left a comment, and nullified all my
complaints in one fell swoop. My initial positive review was, in short, about how well written this game was. I wasn't much a fan
of the voice acting, but that's really more of a personal opinion than a game flaw. My negative review followed close behind 'cuz
I replayed the game a bunch and found the choices lacking in terms of impact, I felt like my hands were tied in only getting the
ideal ending that the devs had mapped out. Well, I was wrong, sorta'. According to top-secret documents for which I must now
burn, the Devs have a remedy to my complaints waiting in the wings.

In short, buy it. 'Cuz Elves.

Also because the Devs are pretty cool.. From the initial view I expected something similar to Settlers III, graphic and gameplay
likewise, but was let down.
The overall game is designed too slowly paced and too complicated at the same time. After planning a path for a road you need
assign a worker to every single tile. The annoying part is that they have to return to the main building before you can assign
them to another tile, giving the game the pace of a browser game like OGame or Farmerama. Basically you need to sit there and
wait for your guys to return during the first minutes of the game, not able to do anything else.
The explorer you need to locate new areas cannot be sent into unknown territory and sticks to the tiles, which slows him down
alot as well.
So overall this game bores you before it even actually started to show you some and adds way too much micro management for a
handful of buildings. Plus the english localization appears to be scrappy (missing words etc).. I bought it to see if the card drops
were still available and I was glad to see they still are. (1 Every Hour Though...)
My ultimate goal is to craft the noose emoticon which so far has been a failure...

Game is alright, though I really bought it for the steam items. :P. Got -4% in warrior and 104% in diplomat... Picard would be
proud
https://i.gyazo.com/701ef55b9a534589ddf21717c67a01fe.png. That is an amazing DLC! The most important part is the riot
shield and bouncing grenades off it. Also, they've added co-op mode, which is....Well... Awesome!

Update 1.0.4:
Added German language. Thanks to Hanni . Update 1.5:
Hello! 

We updated the game to version 1.5 

List of changes:
- Fixed found bugs 

- Optimization of the game 

Thank you all for your feedback! 

. Update 1.6:
Hello! 

We updated the game to version 1.6 

List of changes:
- Fixed found bugs 

- Added sound that makes magic mushrooms easier to find. 
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. Lanternium Release Trailer:
We’re happy to announce the release trailer of our game Lanternium!
The release date is April 22. 

Lanternium Release Trailer

. Update 1.0.3:
- Changed some voices;
- Added auto-save during dialogues;
- Minor bug fixes.. [GREENLIGHT] Lanternium:
Hi all!
We have posted a new game "Lanternium" in GREENLIGHT 

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=858298200

Description:

The Tricky fox has stolen your cookie jar and now you have to find him collecting lost cookies on your way! Lanternium is an
exciting adventure where you have to use your lantern with different colors to solve interesting puzzles, find hidden objects and
collect yammy for main hero!. Localization:
Hi Friends! 

We have released our game few days ago (yeah! ) And we want to make more players around the world have possibility to
play it. So we have few questions:
1) What languages you want to see in game? 

2) Who can help us in translation to another language? 
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